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DOSAFAR- We believe that Latest technology strengthens all successful 
modern bus operators. Traditional approach of people resources and 
quality does not work any longer. DOSAFAR is here to Digitally 
Transform your business. Bus Operators now increasingly expect 
technology to be the tool of change and expect us to devise strategies 
that are driven by ideas. 

A fully customizable Bus Ticketing Solution that provides counter 
booking, online ticketing, GPS Tracking, Fleet Management and Courier 
services to the bus operators and commuters. A feature-packed Bus 
Ticketing Solution seamlessly manage your drivers, vehicles, bookings, 
payments, promotions and more. With the mentioned services we 
expect the bus operators will get more direct booking, increase in 
operational efficiencies, and manage technology services with the up-
time of 95%, a seamless bus ticket booking experience to travelers and 
increase revenues for bus operators.



Mobile Application enables digital tracking, ticketing and payment which significantly enhances the rider experience on 
buses. Its technology also enables bus operators to enhance schedule adherence and optimize travel times. Fleet 
Management system that can perform complete planning, implementation and control of all aspects of the vehicle and 
driver. From monitoring of the vehicle, its fuel consumption, utilization, planning vehicle to a complete dispatch center that 
provides complete planning and implementation of all the lines and departures. This system allows bus operators to have 
full control and all information related with their fleet. Entire DOSAFAR system development is based on years of 
experience gained in the direct collaboration with the bus operators. Therefore DOSAFAR services meet the requirements 
of public transport service providers and other bus operators. The business experience of various customers - bus 
operators, our ticketing system covers almost every possible operating process of bus operators and bus resellers. Each 
software part of the system can work independently, but also can be combined with other software parts in accordance 
with the specific needs of each client. This makes the system customization fast and easy as puzzle folding in order to 
create the best solution for the end-users need.







DOSAFAR is providing an online e-ticketing solution. DOSAFAR 
platform provides a digital network which functions as a market 
place where person (user) who seeks personal transportation 
services , e-payment services or logistic services can be 
competitive with persons. Each user need to create a user 
account that enable access to the DOSAFAR platform. 

We aim to update the DOSAFAR Platform regularly and may 
change the aggregation at any time. If the need arises, we may 
drape access to the DOSAFAR Platform and the Services or close 
them permanently. Any of the material on the DOSAFAR 
Platform or the Services may be out of date at any given time, 
and we are under no liability to update such material.





DOSAFAR IS LOOKING FORWARD TO WORK WITH YOU. 
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